GI Part 5. Scaffolding
Compared With
29 C.F.R. Subpart D – Walking-Working Surfaces:
1910.28 Safety requirements for scaffolding

Summary: The significant differences between Part 5. Scaffolding and 29 C.F.R. 1910.28 Safety requirements for scaffolding are in:

- General requirements
- Planking
- Construction
- Wood pole scaffolds generally
- Single pole scaffold, specific
- Suspension scaffolding
- Swinging scaffolds
- Outrigger scaffolds
- Horse scaffolds
- Boatswain’s chair
- Bricklayer’s square scaffold
- Carpenter’s bracket scaffold
- Needle beam scaffold
- Manufactured scaffolding, general
- Welded frame type scaffolds
- Wire rope scaffolding
- Powered mobile elevating platforms
- Manual mobile elevating platforms
- Powered hosting machine
- Manual powered hoisting devices
- Hydraulic and pneumatic systems
- Powered platforms
- Wire, fiber, and synthetic rope

Disclaimer:
Documents available from this server were prepared as a courtesy for informal guidance and assistance. This information is not intended to replace or supersede the actual MIOSHA standard or rule requirement. Please reference the specific MIOSHA standard or rule for the actual rule requirement language.
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